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Api Doentation Example
When somebody should go to the book stores, search initiation by shop, shelf by shelf, it is in point of
fact problematic. This is why we present the ebook compilations in this website. It will utterly ease you
to look guide api doentation example as you such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you in reality want, you can discover them rapidly.
In the house, workplace, or perhaps in your method can be all best area within net connections. If you
point to download and install the api doentation example, it is categorically easy then, previously
currently we extend the join to purchase and create bargains to download and install api doentation
example appropriately simple!

Api Doentation Example
Legitimately streamlining TTFC results in a larger market potential of better-educated users for the later
stages of your developer journey.
The most important API metric is time to first call
When it comes to payment processes, companies are facing daunting and growing challenges. Currently,
a significant number of corporates and financial institutions still rely heavily on manual ...
Nine benefits of hosted end-to-end payment platforms
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Ordnance Survey has provided an update on its OS Data Hub one year after its initial launch on 1 July
2020. OS Data Hub provides developers with the organisation’s renowned open and premium mapping
...
Thousands of developers are benefiting from OS Data Hub one year after launch
Translating PDFs just got faster with PDF.co's new PDF Translator API. Developers and automation
experts can add translation of PDF docs in just a few minutes.
ByteScout Released a New PDF Translator API at its PDF.co API Platform
The simplicity of SMS-based verification has taken apps by storm – it's the default option, as most users
have a mobile phone. Yet bad actors have learned how to exploit this verification method, ...
New API Lets App Developers Authenticate Users via SIM Cards
Those organisations with highly integrated web applications and mobile apps have been able to ride the
economic upheaval caused by the pandemic better than those with a less sophisticated online ...
Toughening up web and mobile apps
Bayer's digital ag firm has a new agreement with farm equipment maker Claas for easier data exchange
through the Claas API. The agreement announced ...
Climate Corp., Claas co-operate on connectivity
Introduction Check Point Research (CPR) recently discovered an ongoing spear-phishing campaign
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targeting the Afghan government. Further investigation revealed that this campaign was a part of a longr ...
IndigoZebra APT continues to attack Central Asia with evolving tools
In this video, we’re going to be talking about six Google Sheets functions that every SEO should know.
I’m going to walk you through each of the functions. Then I’m going to show you examples of how ...
6 Google Sheets Functions Every SEO Should Know
Our Investigative Tech Team is developing a number of tools to ease the work of open source
investigators. Here’s how you can help.
Help Bellingcat Build Tools For Open Source Investigators!
We are Intelcom and are looking to hire a top Excel VBA developer to help us achieve a very specific
short-term mandate that we want to kickstart as soon as possible. Intelcom is a last-kilometer ...
VBA developer to build Excel template that communicates with API
The secure API feature is included with Syxsense Secure at no additional cost. Syxsense is offering free,
fully-featured trials for up to 100 devices for 14 days. More information on the software ...
Syxsense Extends Enterprise Integration with Secure API
For example ... “careful” documentation and user interface design, code review, and content controls. In
the context of a model made available as a service — e.g. via an API — policies ...
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OpenAI warns AI behind GitHub’s Copilot may be susceptible to bias
Another social media platform API has been abused for data scraping. A listing offering 700 million
LinkedIn profiles has appeared on an underground hacking forum.
Data Scraping Yields 700 Million LinkedIn Profiles for Sale on Dark Web; About 92% Of
Platform Users, but Mostly Public Information
MRInsightsbiz has presented a new report entitled Global API Mannitol Market Growth 2021-2026 that
offers detailed coverage of the industry and mai ...
Global API Mannitol Market 2021 Industry Outlook, Present Scenario of Manufacturers,
Analysis and Research Study by 2026
The Passes API ... document, healthcare providers or organizations could alert users to the ability to
download their card via email, text, or through a mobile website or app. In an example ...
Google update will allow digital COVID-19 vaccination cards and test results to be stored on
Android devices
ALISO VIEJO, Calif., June 23, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- Syxsense, a global leader in IT and security
management solutions, announces the release of their Open API to easily integrate and share data ...
Syxsense Extends Enterprise Integration with Secure API
Google is making it possible to store digital versions of either COVID-19 test results or vaccination
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cards on users’ Android devices. The ...
Google update will allow digital COVID-19 vaccination cards and test results to be stored on
Android
ALISO VIEJO, Calif., June 23, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- Syxsense, a global leader in IT and security
management solutions, announces the release of their Open API to easily integrate and share data
between ...

This book is intended for the intermediate Scala programmer who is interested in functional
programming and works mainly on the web service backend side. Ideally she has experience with
libraries like Akka HTTP and Slick which are in heavy use in that area. However maybe you have
wondered if we can't do better even though aforementioned projects are battle tested and proven. The
answer to this can be found in this book which is intended to be read from cover to cover in the given
order. Within the book the following libraries will be used: Cats, Cats Effect, http4s, Doobie, Refined,
fs2, tapir, Monocle and probably others. ;-) Code and book source can be found in the author's github
account.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 14th International Conference on Fundamental
Approaches to Software Engineering, FASE 2011, held in Saarbrücken, Germany, March 26—April 3,
2011, as part of ETAPS 2011, the European Joint Conferences on Theory and Practice of Software. The
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29 revised full papers presented together with one full length invited talk were carefully reviewed and
selected from 99 full paper submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on verification,
specification and modeling, reachability and model checking, model driven engineering, software
development for QoS, testing: theory and new trends, testing in practice, code development and analysis,
and empirical studies.
Build straightforward and maintainable APIs to create services that are usable and maintainable.
Although this book focuses on distributed services, it also emphasizes how the core principles apply
even to pure OOD and OOP constructs. The overall context of Creating Maintainable APIs is to classify
the topics into four main areas: classes and interfaces, HTTP REST APIs, messaging APIs, and message
payloads (XML, JSON and JSON API as well as Apache Avro). What You Will Learn Use objectoriented design constructs and their APIs Create and manage HTTP REST APIs Build and manage
maintainable messaging APIs, including the use of Apache Kafka as a principal messaging hub Handle
message payloads via JSON Who This Book Is For Any level software engineers and very experienced
programmers.
Pro ASP.NET Web API shows you how to build flexible, extensible web services that run seamlessly on
a range of operating systems and devices, from desktops to tablets to smart phones—even the ones we
don’t know today. ASP.NET Web API is a new framework designed to simplify web service
architecture. So if you're tired of interoperability issues between inflexible web services and clients tied
to specific platforms or programming languages, or if you've ever struggled with WCF, this book is for
you. To start with, you'll get up to speed on Web API's modern HTTP programming model, REST and
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your hosting options. You'll then dive into building a real application over a series of three chapters, so
you can get an immediate feel for how this technology works in practice. The second half of the book
features dedicated chapters on topics like routing, controllers, validation and tracing, and the authors
close with discussions on performance, hosting and an all-important look at unit testing to help you
prepare your application for the real world. ASP.NET Web API makes HTTP a first-class citizen of
.NET. With Pro ASP.NET Web API, you can build HTTP-based web services for your company or
business, expose your data to the world across different formats and devices and gain the best possible
global reach for your application.
Learn how REST APIs work. This book will teach you what REST APIs are, why they are useful, and
how to use them to build more scalable, faster, more efficient applications. In this book, you will learn:What is a REST API- How are REST APIs used- Why are REST APIs useful- How REST works with
HTTP- Anatomy of a REST Request and Response- Status messages- Best Practices- How to create,
read, update, and delete data- Where to find REST APIs
A lot of work is required to release an API, but the effort doesn't always pay off. Overplanning before an
API matures is a wasted investment, while underplanning can lead to disaster. The second edition of this
book provides maturity models for individual APIs and multi-API landscapes to help you invest the right
human and company resources for the right maturity level at the right time. How do you balance the
desire for agility and speed with the need for robust and scalable operations? Four experts show software
architects, program directors, and product owners how to maximize the value of their APIs by managing
them as products through a continuous lifecycle. Learn which API decisions you need to govern Design,
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deploy, and manage APIs using an API-as-a-product (AaaP) approach Examine 10 pillars that form the
foundation of API product work Learn how the continuous improvement model governs changes
throughout an APIâ??s lifetime Explore the five stages of a complete API product lifecycle Delve into
team roles needed to design, build, and maintain your APIs Learn how to manage APIs published by
your organization
Develop complete web applications from scratch through practical examples and tips for beginners and
more advanced users About This Book Improve your programming experience and become a full stack
developer Master real-life web applications, and create and manage four different projects Step-by-step
guidance to develop real-world web applications smoothly Who This Book Is For This book is for
anyone who wants to discover and explore Yii Framework. Basic programming experience with PHP
and object oriented programming is assumed. What You Will Learn Understand basic concepts, along
with the installation and customization of Yii Discover models, controllers, and views—concepts applied
in a web context—and how they are employed in Yii Use ActiveRecord to manipulate a database Add
access control to your web application through authentication and authorization Install and customize an
advanced template for multiple applications in the same project Create a RESTful Web Service to allow
remote access to data Develop a console application to launch a command in the console as an
automated task (cron job) Make code reusable through widgets and components and localize text
messages to make a multilanguage web app In Detail Yii is a high-performance PHP framework best for
developing Web 2.0 applications. It provides fast, secure, and professional features to create robust
projects, however, this rapid development requires the ability to organize common tasks together to
build a complete application. It's all too easy to get confused; this is where this book comes in. This
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book contains a series of practical project examples for developers starting from scratch. Each section
contains the most relevant theories for every topic as you walk through developing each project,
focusing on key aspects that commonly confuse users. The book starts with all the framework's basic
concepts, such as controllers and views, to introduce you to Yii and creating your first application, a
simple news reader. You will be learn to configure URL rules to make a pretty URL, essential for search
engine optimization. Next, you will walk through Model and ActiveRecord, key concepts in database
interaction. The second application you will develop is a reservation system that allows you to manage
rooms, customers, and reservations. For this, you will use database connection through SQL and
ActiveRecord. More complex than the first one, this application will introduce you to the advanced
template of Yii 2, splitting the app into two parts: a frontend for all visitors and a backend for the admin.
Finally, you will move on to the last two applications: one that allows connections from remote clients,
through RESTful components of Yii 2, and another that creates and organizes automatic tasks using the
console application structure of Yii 2. Style and approach This is a step-by-step guide with each topic
introduced in the context of real-world applications, highlighting common cases where users may
encounter difficulties.
Strengthen your applications by adopting Test-Driven Development (TDD), the OpenAPI Specification,
Continuous Integration (CI), and container orchestration. Key Features Create production-grade
JavaScript applications from scratch Build microservices and deploy them to a Docker container for
scaling applications Test and deploy your code with confidence using Travis CI Book Description With
the over-abundance of tools in the JavaScript ecosystem, it's easy to feel lost. Build tools, package
managers, loaders, bundlers, linters, compilers, transpilers, typecheckers - how do you make sense of it
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all? In this book, we will build a simple API and React application from scratch. We begin by setting up
our development environment using Git, yarn, Babel, and ESLint. Then, we will use Express,
Elasticsearch and JSON Web Tokens (JWTs) to build a stateless API service. For the front-end, we will
use React, Redux, and Webpack. A central theme in the book is maintaining code quality. As such, we
will enforce a Test-Driven Development (TDD) process using Selenium, Cucumber, Mocha, Sinon, and
Istanbul. As we progress through the book, the focus will shift towards automation and infrastructure.
You will learn to work with Continuous Integration (CI) servers like Jenkins, deploying services inside
Docker containers, and run them on Kubernetes. By following this book, you would gain the skills
needed to build robust, production-ready applications. What you will learn Practice Test-Driven
Development (TDD) throughout the entire book Use Cucumber, Mocha and Selenium to write E2E,
integration, unit and UI tests Build stateless APIs using Express and Elasticsearch Document your API
using OpenAPI and Swagger Build and bundle front-end applications using React, Redux and Webpack
Containerize services using Docker Deploying scalable microservices using Kubernetes Who this book
is for If you're a JavaScript developer looking to expand your skillset and become a senior JavaScript
developer by building production-ready web applications, then this book is for you.
Programmers used to be the only people excited about APIs, but now a growing number of companies
see them as a hot new product channel. This concise guide describes the tremendous business potential
of APIs, and demonstrates how you can use them to provide valuable services to clients, partners, or the
public via the Internet. You’ll learn all the steps necessary for building a cohesive API business strategy
from experts in the trenches. Facebook and Twitter APIs continue to be extremely successful, and many
other companies find that API demand greatly exceeds website traffic. This book offers executives,
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business development teams, and other key players a complete roadmap for creating a viable API
product. Learn about the rise of APIs and why your business might need one Understand the roles of
asset owners, providers, and developers in the API value chain Build strategies for designing,
implementing, and marketing your product Devise an effective process for security and user
management Address legal issues, such as rights management and terms of use Manage traffic and user
experience with a reliable operating model Determine the metrics you need to measure your API’s
success
Using Apache Cordova 4, you can leverage native technologies and web standards to quickly build crossplatform apps for most mobile devices. You can deliver a high-end user experience where it matters,
while radically simplifying code maintenance and reuse. Apache Cordova 4 Programming is the most
concise, accessible introduction to this remarkable technology. In this essential guide, expert mobile
developer John Wargo quickly gets you up to speed with all the essentials, from installation,
configuration, and tools, to building plugins and using Cordova's powerful APIs. Wargo helps you make
the most of Cordova 4's major enhancements, while offering practical guidance for all versions,
including Adobe PhoneGap. Full chapters are dedicated to five major mobile platforms: Android, iOS,
Windows Phone, Firefox OS, and Ubuntu. Using rich, relevant examples, Wargo guides you through
both the anatomy of a Cordova app and its entire lifecycle, including cross-platform testing and
debugging. Throughout, he illuminates Cordova development best practices, streamlining your
development process and helping you write high-quality apps right from the start. Topics include
Installing and configuring Cordova's development environment Working with the Cordova command
line interfaces Creating Cordova plugins, using Plugman and the PhoneGap CLI Cordova's support for
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Firefox OS and Ubuntu devices Automation (Grunt and Gulp) and Cordova CLI hooks Microsoft's
hybrid toolkit for Visual Studio Third-party tools, such as AppGyver, GapDebug, THyM, and more
Beautifying Cordova apps with third-party HTML frameworks, such as Bootstrap, OpenUI5, Ionic, and
Onsen UI Running, testing, and debugging Cordova apps on each major mobile platform Access the full
code examples at cordova4programming.com, where you'll also find updates reflecting Cordova's
continuing evolution. This book is an ideal companion to Wargo's authoritative collection of Apache
Cordova code recipes for each Cordova API, Apache Cordova API Cookbook (Addison-Wesley, 2015).
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